
Category Mania Thumball: Yellow/Blue, 32 panels. 4 inch Item #1001
Generate words in categories. Develop vocabulary, word finding and memory skills. 
Beneficial way to organize the brain. Play with or without time limits to modify challenge level.

Letter Mania Thumball: Red/White, 32 panels. 4 inch Item #1003
Improve letter recognition and sound-symbol association. Builds phonological awareness.  I
dentify and spell words that have that beginning sound.

Answer Mania Thumball: Pink/Purple, 32 panels. 4 inch Item #1002
Ask serious or fanciful yes/no questions and find one of 30 answers under your thumb. 
Develops question formation, decision making and creative problem solving

Emotion Mania Thumball: Black/White, 32 panels. 4 inch Item #1005
Develop expanded understanding of feelings. Act out the emotions with facial expressions and body 
language. Share life experiences and discuss beneficial ways of responding to events.

Who Are You? Thumball: Green/Blue, 32 panels. 4 inch Item #1004
Fun, innovative way for children to get acquainted. Stimulates social conversation and develops inter-
personal communication skills. Showing interest in others by asking questions and actively listening 
to responses lays a foundation for friendships and improved relationships.

Icebreaker Thumball: Silver/Black, 32 panels. 6 inch Item #1006
Learn more about yourself and others with participation in this team building activity. 
Add interest to get-togethers, club meetings, training sessions, group therapy and meetings.

Numbers Thumball: Multi-colored, 12 panels. 4 inch Item #1601-4; 6 inch Item #1601
Improve counting, number identification and one to one correspondence. 
Create and solve addition, subtraction and multiplication equations.

Animals Thumball: Multi-colored, 12 panels. 6 inch Item #1603
Identify animals, describe by characteristics and make associations to books featuring these animals. 
Incorporates perfectly into the Old MacDonald song.

Shapes: Thumball Multi-colored, 12 panels. 6 inch Item #1602
Identify shapes, describe features and find objects in environment similar in appearance. 
Introduces prefixes and builds spelling skills. Utilize panels as prompts for fine motor 
skill practice through shape drawing.
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My ABCs Thumball: Multi-colored, 32 panels. 6 inch Item # 1650
Associate letter symbols with their sound. Access specific words with beginning sounds 
and increase challenge by requiring words to be from specified categories.

Catch Peace Thumball: Multi-colored, 32 panels. 6 inch Item #1652
Learn to pronounce the word “Peace” in different languages.  Combine with a world map to boost 
geography skills. Leads to discussions of travel, history and current events.

Love Always Thumball: White/Silver, 32 panels. 6 inch Item #1653
Inspires feelings of love, provides famous quotes to share and teaches “I Love You.” in different 
languages. Great favor for bridal showers. Appreciated gift for weddings, 
anniversaries and Valentine’s Day.

Soccer Mania Thumball: Multi-colored, 32 panels. 6 inch Item # 1651
Define soccer terms and rules of play. Demonstrate moves and experiences from the field. 
Add fun to practices and drills.

NEW PRODUCTS!  Preorders now accepted for delivery in August ‘08.

Parts of A Story Thumball: Multi-colored, 12 panels. 4 inch Item # 1201-CE
Teaches key elements of stories including plot, setting, characters, conflict etc. 
Improves verbal expression and organization of thoughts. A Book 
Report on a ball increases motivation and participation.

Tell The Tale Thumball: Multi-colored, 32 panels. 4 inch Item # 1202-CE
Retell familiar fairy tales, fables and modern classics to develop sequencing skills and oral expression. 
Inspires dramatic play, improvisation and cooperative team building. 
`Ideal companion to Parts of A Story Thumball.

Meet & Greet Thumball: Yellow/Red, 32 panels. 6 inch Item # 1007-CE
Players share ideas, experiences and personal preferences. Allows discovery of similarities and 
differences and genuine interest in each other’s lives. Builds collaborative and inter-
personal skills at work, school and home.

Virtues & Values Thumball: Red/Blue, 32 panels. 4 inch Item # 1008-CE
Each letter of the alphabet is represented with 3 words. Choose a characteristic that represents you or 
another. Discuss attributes you would like to have more or less of. Encourages self-reflection and goal setting.

Move Your Body Thumball: Teal/Yellow, 32 panels. 4 inch Item # 1203-CE
Increase physical activity by acting out the movements used when playing sports, enjoying hobbies 
and performing exercises. Enhances co-ordination and activates muscle groups. Use sitting in a chair, 
standing up or full body expression in the gym. Great prompts for charades and improvisational games.
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